
Ecrypt Technologies, Inc. to Release Ecrypt One
Alpha Unit, a Military Strength Network Security
System
Ecrypt Technologies, Inc. (ECRY)
Unleashing the Innovative Ecrypt One
Alpha Unit, Forms Strategic
Partnerships, and Unveils Corporate
Strategy

DALLAS, TX, USA, June 25, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Ecrypt
Technologies, Inc (ECRY) has devised
an easy to use data transfer and email
network security platform that eliminates
the most dangerous liability for any
organization, human error. 72% of all
data breaches that occur today are
caused by human error, but no other
network security system amply
addresses that issue. Ecrypt One is
designed to eliminate human error from

the corporate landscape, and with companies as large as Target and EBay dealing with dangerous
information breaches, Ecrypt One couldn’t be timelier. With Ecrypt One, large companies in the
private sector, spending billions of dollars on network security annually, can purchase the same
strength network security that the military is afforded. ECRY's Ecrypt One, an all in one email and
data transferring security platform, has been developed by leadership with years of government,
military, and Department of Homeland Security experience. ECRY offers an innovative approach to
modern data transfer and network security. The company is implementing a “trickle down” approach in
regards to corporate philosophy and market strategy, beginning with large corporate clients that
require military strength securitization for their information and data transferring systems and
networks right now, eventually bringing the same type of security to the private market.

ECRY’s talented and experienced leadership is drawing upon years of networking and management
skills to gain market share for Ecrypt One, releasing its Alpha unit of Ecrypt One by the end of July.
The company has also partnered with privately owned software and consulting specialist QCR Corp,
and with Enterprise Sentinel, who provide innovative password replacement technology to
businesses.

ECRY’s leadership is filled by a who's who of pioneers in Internet, data, information and network
security. The company Chairman, Curt Weldon, served 20 years in Congress, retiring as Vice
Chairman of both the Armed Services Committee and the Homeland Security Committee. CEO
Thomas A. Cellucci PhD, MBA is a noted authority in product development. The COO, Brad Lever, is
the founder of Ecrypt Technologies. The company's celebrated directors include Dr. Erik Mettala,
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Information Systems Security Association (ISSA) International Hall of Fame inductee, the Honorable
Jay Cohen, Rear Admiral of the United States Navy, retired, and former Under Secretary of Homeland
Security for Science and Technology of the United States Department of Homeland Security, and
Thomas Trkla, a highly respected public speaker and commercial real estate and investment strategy
expert.

ECRY has developed a unique network security system, the only one on the market today that
addresses the real risk to network and email security, human error. Kevin Mitnick, The World’s Most
Famous Hacker, put it best: “Companies spend millions of dollars on firewalls, encryption, and secure
access devices and it’s money wasted because none of these measures address the weakest link in
the security chain: the people.” Firewalls, malware, and anti-viruses are costly and require constant
maintenance, but they can be rendered useless with one click of a mouse. One open email from a
supposedly trusted co-worker or client can take down an entire network. Ecrypt One negates human
error. The company is focused on engaging high end customers now, customers ECRY's leadership is
familiar with, and private customers later. 
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